Analysis of the replication direction through the domain of alpha-globin-encoding chicken genes.
The polarity of leading DNA strand synthesis through the domain of alpha-globin-encoding genes in chicken erythroid cells has been studied using a modification of the previously published replication direction assay [Handeli et al., Cell 57 (1989) 909-920; Burhans et al., EMBO J. 10 (1991) 4351-4360]. In accordance with our previous observations [Razin et al., Nucleic Acids Res. 14 (1986) 8189-8207], it has been found that a replication origin (ori) is located in the area extending from 8.5 to 2.5 kb upstream from the pi gene, the first gene of the domain. The whole domain is replicated from this ori in the direction of transcription. The replication termination site has been mapped right after the last gene of the domain (alpha A gene) at a distance of about 12 kb from the ori.